
Arrive and Thrive in Microsoft 365  
with Quest and Dell.
Migrate at-risk, on-prem workloads such as Dell EMC 
SourceOne to Microsoft 365. Whether you’re facing 
rising on-prem infrastructure support costs, IT staffing 
shortage, legacy platform EOLs, API deprecation or 
worst of all, security risks from unpatched Exchange 
Servers or AD domain sprawl from unfinished M&A 
integrations, Quest has the broadest portfolio to help 
you conquer any Microsoft migration scenario now 
and in the future.

Why Quest Email Archive 
Migration Service
Migrating enterprise email archives such as Dell 
EMC SourceOne can be an exceptionally large 
and complex project. To be successful, you need 
to preserve the email interdependencies, mitigate 
bandwidth constraints, and deliver seamless user 
access throughout the migration. 

Quest’s unique combination of industry-leading email 
archive migration software and experienced delivery 
team can help you modernize the use of legacy 
archives in your organization by migrating SourceOne 
data quickly and securely to Microsoft 365. 

Dell EMC SourceOne is reaching its end of life  
(EOL) date and Dell will no longer offer support  
for those organizations using the archive and email 
management system. This urgent deadline forces  
IT leaders to decide how they will approach the  
future management of their critical business data. 

Trying to delay this decision is a huge risk for 
many reasons: 

• Maintaining unsupported or unpatched on-prem 
infrastructure introduces security risks. 

• Supporting on-prem versions of what Microsoft  
now has in Microsoft 365 is a dead-end career.  
The talent has either retired or decided to take  
on new skills and new jobs; hence, companies  
give the on-prem management to whoever is left. 

• There is a significant ROI when modernizing 
archives, as evidenced by the Indiana Office 
of Technology who saved $500k annually after  
an archive migration. Microsoft 365 boasts virtually 
unlimited storage, so you can save money by 
retiring on-prem archiving and moving the data 
home to Microsoft – making the most of cloud 
storage you’re already paying for.

In short, IT leaders must take urgency to quickly 
identify an alternative and then safely move all 
existing data without business disruption. 

Dell EMC SourceOne 
End of Life

https://www.quadrotech-it.com/documents/iot-migrates-enterprise-vault-archives-to-office-365-case-study-147839.pdf
https://www.quadrotech-it.com/documents/iot-migrates-enterprise-vault-archives-to-office-365-case-study-147839.pdf
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With the help from Quest email archive migration 
service specialists, you can:

• Ensure zero impact on end-users by providing 
anytime access to archives

• Preserve chain of custody with full audit trails  
and logging to mitigate risk

• Move only what’s needed with intelligent filtering  
to reduce migration time and costs

Don’t know how much archive  
data you have?
Quest offers Dell customers a free SourceOne 
inventory tool to accurately identify how much data 
you need to migrate. Download the SourceOne 
inventory tool here: https://www.quest.com/
register/140791/.

How much will it cost? 
For a limited time, Quest and Dell customers can 
receive special discounted pricing for a fixed-cost, 
fixed-outcome migration service. 

How do I get started? 
Please contact our expert team to discuss your email 
archive migration project.

About Quest
Quest creates software solutions that make the 
benefits of new technology real in an increasingly 
complex IT landscape. From database and systems 
management, to Active Directory and Microsoft 365  
migration and management, and cybersecurity 
resilience, Quest helps customers solve their 
next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where 
next meets now.
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